In the domain of spatial computing, it 
Introduction
In many ways the discussion of "coarse-grained" versus "fine-grained" architectures for reconfigurable computing is reminiscent of the early CISC vs. RISC debate. This latter debate was largely about how a mapping from high-level language to machine code could be best achieved -was it better to provide "solutions", i.e. complex features in the ISA that a compiler could use, or would a better way be to provide "primitives" from which more complex instructions could be built?
In the spatial domain, many of the same arguments are re-emerging -this time focusing on the hardware mapping process. Now the question is: will high configuration and routing overheads [1] always favor coarse-grained architectures that provide operator-level configurable functional blocks and/or word-level datapaths [2] over fine-grained organizations offering only logic primitives and interconnect from which these blocks can be built?
If the debate was to be based only on current FPGA organizations, then it might be said that the argument has already been fought and won: by coarse-grain style architectures [2] . A large number of platforms based on reconfigurable datapath units of various granularities have been proposed along with a range of synthesis tools (e.g. [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ) while increasingly, commercial FPGA vendors are producing hybrid architectures incorporating both standard microprocessors and reconfigurable logic on the one chip (examples include the Virtex-II Pro "platform FPGAs" from Xilinx  [7] and the "Excalibur"
series from Altera  [8] ). However, it appears likely that continued scaling into the deep sub-micron (DSM) region and from there into nano-scale dimensions may change this situation. New circuit opportunities are becoming available as a result of scaling and even CMOS devices will exhibit novel behavior at these dimensions. Ideas such as chemicallyassembled molecular electronics [9] , nanotube and nanowire devices [10] , [11] , [12] , quantum dot techniques [13] , [14] and magnetic spin-tunneling devices [15] have all been proposed as the basis of future, nano-scale reconfigurable systems.
What these ideas have in common is that they tend to be characterized by reduced fanout (i.e. low drive), low gain and poor reliability [16] . Thus it is highly likely that future reconfigurable systems will be characterized by arrays of simple cells with highly localized interconnect. Just how these reconfigurable platforms will influence future hardware designs is an area of active research.
In a previous paper [17] , a very fine-grained topology was described in which thin-body, fully depleted (FD), double gate (DG) MOSFETs and resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) were combined to form a compact cell that could be said to exhibit "polymorphism" in that the cells were easily configurable to operate as state elements, logic, interconnect, or combinations of all three. A vertical layout style was exploited to hide the overheads imposed by reconfigurability to an extent where very finegrained organization becomes a viable option. In this paper, the idea is extended to demonstrate how all of the components of a reconfigurable computing system can be formed from such array of locally connected cells. These components can encompass both synchronous and asynchronous logic circuits as both exhibit simple logic organizations with local feedback paths. This will form the basis for an exploration of these types of fine-grained architectures and their application to future reconfigurable systems.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Firstly in Section 2, the limitations of current FPGA organizations are reviewed, in order to provide a framework for this work. In Section 3, the operation of the basic components -the double gate transistor and resonant tunneling RAM -are briefly outlined and some reconfigurable logic organizations illustrated. Section 4 demonstrates that a simple, locally connected array of these cells can be configured into the various components of a reconfigurable architecture and are applicable to both synchronous and asynchronous systems. Finally, the paper is briefly summarized and some directions for future work outlined.
Reconfigurable architectures: the FPGA
To date, the "workhorse" of reconfigurable architectures has been the FPGA. However, by their very nature, FPGA organizations trade flexibility for suboptimal delay performance and low area-efficiency. In this section the effects of interconnect delay and area efficiency on FPGA performance are reviewed with a view to setting the context for the development of the proposed reconfigurable hardware platform.
FPGA interconnect delay
For FPGAs using DSM technology, interconnect and wiring delays already account for as much as 80% of the path delay [1] . As devices scale, the effect of distributed resistance and capacitance of both programmable interconnect switches and wiring will become worse. Estimates by De Dinechin [18] indicate that if FPGA organizations stay the same, their operating frequency will only increase O(λ ½ ) with reducing feature size (λ), further widening the performance gap relative to custom hardware. This is essentially the same problem faced by ASIC designers and as a result, future interconnect topologies are likely to include "fat" (i.e. unscaled) global wires plus careful repeater insertion [19] . Liu and Pai [20] have shown that even at the 120nm node, with low-K dielectrics and copper traces, transistors with extreme width to length ratios (in the order of 100:1) would be required to drive any significant length of interconnect with acceptable performance (e.g. driving a 1mm line with less than 100ps delay [20] ). As a result, architectural solutions such as the pipelining of interconnect as well as logic [21] , [22] may become increasingly important in the future.
FPGA area efficiency
Low area efficiency in FPGAs may arise from a number of sources. One obvious problem is that all logic components must exist, and thus occupy space, whether they are used in a particular mapping or not. This is illustrated in Figure 1 for a typical logic cell in which a particular mapping could result in any of the D-type flip/flop, the 3-LUT or the carry-multiplexer structures remaining unused. Numerous cell organizations have been proposed in an attempt to minimize the effect of this wasted space. Generally these have involved decoupling the various parts of a logic cell in order to permit their simultaneous use by the mapping process, hopefully leading to an overall reduction in hardware area. However, problems of logic allocation as well as routing congestion ensure that this is not always possible so some components must inevitably remain unused. Indeed, users of standard FPGA devices have come to recognize that leaving a percentage of the area unused is mandatory if a routing solution is be found in reasonable time [23] and Hutton [24] has observed that the underutilization of resources such as wires, memory, etc. actually represents a key "feature" that allows a variety of designs to be implemented on the same generic device. Inefficiencies in FPGA utilization may also occur at a more basic level. For example, a configurable 4-LUT can be seen to be an extremely poor implementation strategy if a single gate is all that is required [24] . It becomes an increasingly better strategy as logic complexity increases until the limit on the number of inputs and the effect of cascading starts to dominate [25] . Just what represents an "optimum" LUT size appears to be still an open question [26] .
It could be argued that the area efficiency of the logic cells is unimportant in an FPGA as its total area is very much dominated by its routing structures. As a first order approximation, FPGA area is proportional to the number of configuration bits required to control the routing switches [1] , [24] . This is one of the primary reasons that general-purpose FPGAs are poorly matched to standard datapath elements such as integer multipliers and floatingpoint operators -the regular structure of such operators ensures that they can always be implemented more compactly as purpose-built datapath units with optimal routing. It is this observation that is driving the move towards the inclusion of operational units into reconfigurable fabrics-from fixed-point multiplier blocks to entire CPUs. The tradeoff is that all of these units suffer exactly the same problems as conventional microprocessors: fixed word lengths [27] and worse-case performance ensure that in many cases they will be suboptimally matched to the specific problem.
In summary, a "wish-list" of features for future reconfigurable systems might include the following items:
• flexible organizations that allow an area tradeoff to be made between the routing and logic • an organization that reduces or hides the overhead imposed by reconfigurability; • a very small footprint for logic and interconnect supporting a high density of components.
• structures that exhibits a simple timing model and that do not rely heavily on global interconnect.
Reconfigurable Technology
In this section, a reconfigurable platform based on double gate transistors is described that exhibits many of desirable features outlined above. The ultimate objective is to determine how homogeneous platforms such as this might be applied to future problems in reconfigurable systems -problems such as very large scale spatial computing [28] , for example.
The fully depleted (FD) double gate (DG) transistor ( Figure 2 ) is likely to be an important device technology as geometries move into the nano-scale region. It appears that that they will be ultimately scalable to gate lengths in the order of 10nm, although achieving the required level of dimensional control will be extremely difficult [29] , as will overcoming device parasitics to reach acceptable performance targets.
One of the major advantages of DG technology is that the undoped channel region eliminates performance variations (in threshold voltage, conductance etc.) due to random dopant dispersion.
Further, double gate transistors can be made very compact as they do not require the additional structures such as body contacts and wells that enlarge traditional CMOS layouts. The devices also exhibit a number of interesting characteristics that make them well suited to high-density reconfigurable architectures. They can theoretically be built on top of other structures in three-dimensional layouts and, most importantly for the application proposed in this paper, the second (back) gate offers a means of controlling the operation of the logic device in a way that decouples the configuration mechanism from the logic path.
Bottom Oxide T OX = 1.5nm
Top Oxide T OX = 1.5nm
Gate Length 10nm The basic idea for this reconfigurable system has been outlined in a previous paper [17] but is restated here for clarity. A simulation result for a simple double gate inverter circuit based on FDSOI MOSFET models [31] is illustrated in Figure 3 . It can be seen that altering the bias on the back gate (V G2 ) moves the voltage threshold of the p and n-type transistors such that the switching point of the inverter can be moved over the full logic range of the gate. At the two extremes, the output stays high (for V G2 <-1.5V) or low (for V G2 >1.5V) while for values of V G2 around 0V, the output switches symmetrically. The table  outlines the enhanced set of logic functions that can be developed using this technique. In Figure 5 , the same group of transistors has been reorganized into a structure that that can be configured to behave as either an inverting or non-inverting 3-state driver.
Note that, as complementary operation is maintained in all cases, static power consumption will be minimized. Previous proposals for reconfigurable logic using carbon nanotube devices [12] and chemically assembled technology [9] have been based on nMOS-like structures, thereby relying on their inherent high resistance to ensure scalability.
To be useful, any configuration mechanism used for this system has to be able to develop the three bias voltages without occupying significant space or consuming excessive power. A plausible mechanism for this purpose can be based on resonant tunneling (RT), a mature technology that has been known and used for many years.
The negative differential resistance (NDR) characteristics of RT devices directly support multi-valued logic [32] of the sort required by the reconfiguration system and a number of 3-state memory cells have already been proposed [33] , [34] , [35] .
Bit Line
Word Line V DD V SS Figure 6 . Leaf-Cell / RTD memory Figure 6 shows a reconfigurable "leaf-cell" formed from three FDSOI transistors, and a RTD RAM of the type described in [34] . To merge the RAM and the logic mesh will involve matching the V G values required to set the double gate transistors into their three operating regions with the RAM tunneling voltages which are, in turn, set by adjusting the thickness of each of the RTD layers [36] . While silicon interband tunnel diodes with adequate room temperature peak-to-valley current ratios have recently been reported [37] , [38] , it is possible that III-V technology may be more appropriate to this application as it may be easier to achieve the required operating voltages. It has already been shown [39] that uniform and reproducible III-V layers, that are also compatible with conventional (CMOS) integrated circuit processes, can be produced using molecular beam epitaxy.
The Nanotechnology Roadmap [40] predicts that by 2012, RTDs will scale to about 50nm and operate with peak currents in the 10 to 50pA range. At the limits of scaling for the FDSOI devices (~10nm), it is envisaged that these could be integrated into a compact vertical stack, such that the top of the lower RTD mesa forms the back gate of the complementary pair. The basic cell could then be replicated into a very large array -with potential densities in excess of 10 9 logic cells/cm 2 . Even at this scale, the configuration circuits would be likely to consume less than 100mW of static power. Local interconnect to adjacent cells would complete the logic cell layout.
Polymorphic Hardware
Having created what is, in essence, an undifferentiated leaf-cell, the question remains as to the best way to deploy it. An example of a reconfigurable array constructed using this technique is shown in Figure 7 . In this case the basic logic block is arranged as a 6-input, 6-output NAND array with each (horizontal) output terminated in a configurable inverter/3-state driver of the type described in Figure 5 (only one set is shown). The latter circuit serves a number of purposes. In its off-state, it decouples adjacent cells and determines the direction of logic flow. Configured as an inverting driver, it supports the creation of more complex logic functions and, just as importantly, provides a buffer that will allow any output line to be used as a data feed-through from an adjacent cell. Finally it can be set up as a simple pass-transistor connection to the neighboring cell. From the outside, the reconfiguration array appears as a simple (albeit multi-valued) 8x8 RAM block and would be controlled by set of (multi-valued) RAM drivers surrounding the array and forming a link to a reconfiguration bit stream. In this organization, each block requires 128 bits reconfiguration data -in the same order (on a function-for-function basis) as the several hundred bits required by typical CLB structures and their associated interconnects in FPGA devices. In Figure 8 , the NAND cells are organized into an array with adjacent connections in the vertical and horizontal direction. The white circles represent the 3-state drivers, while the black arrows indicate the potetial I/O directions of each cell (although this will depend on whether a particular connection is configured or not). Note that adjacent cells are rotated by 90° such that the outputs from each cell abut the inputs of the two adjacent cells. Pairs of cells, configured together, represent the equivalent of a small LUT with 6 inputs, 6 outputs and 6 product-terms. The two local connection lines (labeled lfb in Figure 8 ) support the feedback necessary to develop state functions such as flip-flops and latches as well as allowing a small amount of logic cascading. Because of the regularity of the structure and the adjacent connectivity, the array has the potential to be very densea pair of LUT cells could occupy less than 400λ 2 , for example. This can be contrasted with estimates in which the area of a "typical" 4-input LUT could be as high as 600Kλ 2 if the programmable interconnect and configuration memory are included [1] .
In Figure 9 , one functional pathway in a typical FPGA has been implemented as a way of illustrating how the logic mapping in the proposed scheme compares to that of a conventional FPGA (the dots in this figure represent the leaf-cells that have been enabled -the remainder are configured off). Four of the NAND-cells form a 3-LUT (2 cells) plus an edge-triggered D-type flip-flop (2 cells). As the right-most LUT cell uses only four NAND-term lines, the remainder of that cell is used to bring in the reset line connection and to develop the complementary clock signals. Standard asynchronous state machine techniques can be used to develop logic equations for the edgetriggered flip-flop while an alternative, level-triggered (transparent) latch circuit can be built using the same number of cells. It is clear from the layout that the FPGA components that are not needed for this particular logic decomposition, are simply not instantiated -including, of course, the static configuration multiplexers. A partial view of an example datapath instantiation is shown in Figure 10 . The sharing of terms between the sum and carry allows a full adder to be implemented in just five terms and if the two horizontal connections between adjacent cells are used to transfer the ripple carry between bits of the adder, each bit will fit within one 6-NAND cell pair. In a standard random logic environment such as a standard cell based ASIC or even a commercial FPGA, decomposition to the level of NAND gates would make little sense as it would be likely to result in a very inefficient (i.e. interconnect dominated) structure. The scheme proposed here is reminiscent of the sort of layout derived from a module generator targeting a "sea-ofgates" style implementation [41] and takes advantage of the regularity of these datapath structures. Of course, specialized support hardware such as fast carry chains will not be not available in this system. However, there is already some evidence (e.g. [42] ) that functionality of this sort will be less effective when interconnection delay dominates and alternative techniques such as bit-serial arithmetic and asynchronous logic design may offer equivalent or better performance at these dimensions. 
Asynchronous logic
The power consumed by global clock generation and distribution is already a major issue with current high performance (synchronous) processors [43] and is already impacting larger reconfigurable systems. Numerous asynchronous design techniques (e.g. [44] ) have been proposed to eliminate the need for such global clocks. While it is still unclear as to whether totally asynchronous design styles offer actual improvements in overall performance, they are at least as good as conventional synchronous approaches and the removal of the global clock will, on its own, result in significant power savings.
An interesting concept that is likely to be important in the future is globally asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS) where a system is partitioned into many clock domains and "asynchronous wrappers" [45] are provided for modules (probably in the range of 50-100K gates [19] ) across which the synchronous clock delay is considered to be acceptable. The partitioning of a hardware platform into such modules immediately raises a problem that is somewhat analogous to the choice of page size in a hierarchical memory system in which fixed page sizes can lead to inefficient memory allocation and fragmentation problems. Ideally, the selection of module sizes would be entirely unconstrained -especially in dynamically reconfigurable systems [46] . Overall, this argues for a fine-grained configurable platform that exhibits the flexibility to be arranged into variable sized computational modules based on both asynchronous and synchronous logic elements.
Current programmable systems tend not support hazard-free logic implementations [47] . Nor do they include special functions such as arbiters and synchronizers.
In the archetypal asynchronous organization described by Sutherland [48] (Figure 11 ), a series of Muller C-elements control the data flow between pipeline registers (called "event controlled storage elements" by Sutherland). A C-element exhibits the logic form: c = a.b + a.c' + b.c' [44] where a and b are the inputs (the Req and Ack signals derived from adjacent control cells in this case) and c' is its current output. In common with most asynchronous logic building blocks, both the C-element and the pipeline registers can be described in terms of small asynchronous state machines of a form that is directly supported by the array organization outlined in Figure 8 . This is illustrated in Figure 12 for a single bit of a pipeline register and indicates that applying fine-grained organizations of this sort will provide a workable approach to the design of asynchronous and GALS style microarchitectures. 
Conclusions
In the domain of spatial computing, it seems that the high configuration and routing overheads associated with current FPGA architectures are favoring coarse-grained organizations that provide operator-level configurable functional blocks and/or word-level datapaths. In the context of current FPGA technology, this is an entirely reasonable approach -it would make little sense to spend six transistors to configure a four-transistor 2-NAND gate, for example.
However, it is possible that the low current drive, low gain and poor reliability of future DSM and nano-scale devices may reverse this trend. As a first step in an investigation into the way that future nano-scale device characteristics may affect reconfigurable systems, a very fine-grained reconfigurable platform, based on complementary, fully depleted dual-gate thin-film transistors has been described. While the technology challenges are manifold, such devices offer a number of tangible benefits, not the least of which is a plausible migration path from conventional CMOS. It has been demonstrated that this reconfigurable technique can be used to develop simple combinational logic and asynchronous state machines thereby supporting a wide range of digital logic circuits. It is a fairly straightforward matter to generate layouts that are moreor-less equivalent to current FPGA components (LUTs, registers, multiplexers etc.). Further, as components that are not needed for a particular logic decomposition are not instantiated, the configuration mechanism is "hidden" by a vertical layout style, and the same components can be used interchangeably for logic and interconnection, the technique can lead to substantial reduction in the overall implementation size -possibly as large as three orders of magnitude over current FPGA devices.
Interconnection performance will be an important issue determining the operation of architectures at nano-scale dimensions -especially with device technologies such as single-electron and molecular electronics. Locally connected, highly pipelined organizations appear to be a good match to these characteristics but further work on the development of better models for the expected characteristics of the devices will be necessary before this is verified one way or the other. However, it already appears that interesting designs can be constructed from entirely locally connected building blocks. Future work will look at effect of these local interconnect constraints on system architecture as well as higher-level issues such as the performance of serial vs. parallel design styles and the comparative performance of synchronous, asynchronous and hybrid organizations.
